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Computational Tool
A Kepler Workflow Tool for Reproducible AMBER
GPU Molecular Dynamics
Shweta Purawat,1,2,4 Pek U Ieong,3,4 Robert D. Malmstrom,3,4 Garrett J. Chan,3,4 Alan K. Yeung,2

Ross C. Walker,1,3 Ilkay Altintas,1,2,4 and Rommie E. Amaro1,3,4,*
1San Diego Supercomputer Center, La Jolla, California; 2Workflows for Data Science Center of Excellence, San Diego Supercomputer Center,
La Jolla, California; 3Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry and 4National Biomedical Computation Resource, University of California, La
Jolla, California
ABSTRACT With the drive toward high throughput molecular dynamics (MD) simulations involving ever-greater numbers of
simulation replicates run for longer, biologically relevant timescales (microseconds), the need for improved computational
methods that facilitate fully automated MD workflows gains more importance. Here we report the development of an automated
workflow tool to perform AMBER GPUMD simulations. Our workflow tool capitalizes on the capabilities of the Kepler platform to
deliver a flexible, intuitive, and user-friendly environment and the AMBER GPU code for a robust and high-performance simu-
lation engine. Additionally, the workflow tool reduces user input time by automating repetitive processes and facilitates access to
GPU clusters, whose high-performance processing power makes simulations of large numerical scale possible. The presented
workflow tool facilitates the management and deployment of large sets of MD simulations on heterogeneous computing re-
sources. The workflow tool also performs systematic analysis on the simulation outputs and enhances simulation reproducibility,
execution scalability, and MD method development including benchmarking and validation.
INTRODUCTION
Continued advances in computing power and the develop-
ment of the graphics processing unit (GPU), make the study
of proteins, receptors, and other biophysical systems with
molecular dynamics simulations increasing accessible
(1,2). Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are a powerful
computational tool that predicts protein dynamics in physi-
ological conditions and allows researchers to study atomic
interactions (3), aiding in improved models of molecular
recognition and drug design (4).

Several well-known MD simulation packages available
for biomolecular simulations, including GROMACS (5),
NAMD (6), Desmond (7), OpenMM (8), and AMBER (9),
have made significant contributions to scientific discoveries
(3,10–12). Each can run calculations on a single central pro-
cessing unit (CPU) or a single GPU, and on clusters using
multiple CPUs or GPUs. In contrast to a CPU, a GPU is con-
structed with significantly reduced cache memory. It is built
with thousands of smaller computing cores, designed to
handle multiple identical mathematical operations simulta-
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neously. Many GPU MD packages utilize the GPU for the
nonbonded force calculation. The AMBER GPU software
can perform complex calculations, including semiisotropic
pressure scaling, adaptively biased MD, and thermodynamic
integration. The AMBER package utilized in this work can
support MD simulations on a single GPU and multiple
GPUs (1,2) with performances that outstrip even the
most powerful conventional CPU-based supercomputers
(13,14). It takes advantage of the GPU to accelerate
classical MD on realistic-sized systems, typically up to a
maximum of �3,000,000 atoms per simulation, bound by
a size limit due to memory restrictions unique to specific
GPU models. Nevertheless, systems of this size include
many drug targets, including membrane-embedded G-pro-
tein coupled receptors, or a protein trimer with bound anti-
bodies (3).

Broadly speaking, a major criticism of MD simulations
relates to their reproducibility. Reproducing published MD
findings (i.e., an independent group reproducing the same
set of results for the same system of interest) can be chal-
lenging for many reasons, including complicated run pro-
cedures that rely on user-developed scripts, technical
numerical reproducibility (which is dependent on a number
of factors including the compiler, executable, and dependent
libraries, as well as whether the FFTW algorithm is
Biophysical Journal 112, 2469–2474, June 20, 2017 2469
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utilized), statistical reproducibility (which can be achieved
through the use of a high number of simulation replicates),
and incomplete reporting of methods in the published liter-
ature. For example, it is common for an end-to-end MD
experiment to require multiple dozens of steps; conceptually
we can define the set of required steps as a ‘‘workflow’’.
Typically researchers employ various scripts to piece
together each of the different steps. The formal encoding
of these many scripts into an automated workflow frame-
work is one way to address many challenges related to
reproducibility, as well as method development and
researcher training.

Multiple workflow platforms are available for scientific
research. Kepler is a completely open source option with
an extensive set of basic and advanced modules that support
various workflow configurations. Kepler is a Java-based
platform that delivers an easy-to-navigate graphical user
interface (GUI) and user-friendly text file interface. From
the GUI platform, the user is given a palette of modules, ac-
tors, and directors, with which to visually program their
workflow (15). A director controls the execution of the
workflow, and actors carry out specific functions in the
workflow. Contributors around the world develop modules
and other workflows that perform complementary functions.
Within the last decade, Kepler has implemented multiple
modules that support the applications of statistical analysis,
biological research, adaptations of external software, and
options to select execution on different platforms and with
different schedulers (15,16). Consequently, Kepler has
become a flexible and broad-purpose platform on which to
build a workflow that can perform both MD simulations
and subsequent statistical analysis. The user-friendly GUI
interface also provides a suitable learning apparatus for be-
ginners to understand the components of MD and for expe-
rienced users to customize and extend the workflow to their
project needs.

Combining these two computational tools, the AMBER
GPU simulation code and the Kepler platform, we have
developed a workflow tool that allows scientists to navigate,
develop, deploy, analyze, and share MD simulation proto-
cols. The workflow tool merges multiple MD steps that
are otherwise scattered across disparate software tools or
scripts into one central command that controls and executes
all steps, starting from the initial energy minimization to
multicopy production dynamics and routine analysis. The
workflow tool submits jobs to various hardware architec-
tures and copies back the output data to the user’s local ma-
chine, helps to systematically run MD simulations, and plots
thermodynamic properties to check the integrity of the sim-
ulations. The integrated simulation execution and analysis
features of the workflow reduces the time needed to monitor
the various simulation steps and facilitates handling of the
simulation data. Moreover, Kepler is equipped with an auto-
matic execution check function, which will stop and high-
light the step if the simulations fail to execute until the end.
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The AMBER GPU workflow tool leverages Kepler’s
advanced provenance capabilities to assist in achieving
reproducibility (17). Each time the workflow tool is
executed, a detailed provenance report containing key sig-
natures required to replicate a simulation is generated.
The report, which can be used as a basis for method section
reporting, contains not only MD configuration parameter
information, but also details execution parameters not nor-
mally reported, including hardware configuration and soft-
ware and library version information (AMBER, CUDA,
etc.). The latter set of information is not typically reported,
although it has the potential to impact reproducibility as
much as MD configuration file information.

Our AMBER GPU workflow tool provides some capabil-
ities similar to QwikMD, another software that executes MD
simulations, but unlike QwikMD (18), which focuses on
VMD and NAMD, our workflow tool utilizes AMBER
and its well-known GPU computing power. QwikMD also
focuses on assisting the user in building the system itself,
whereas our workflow tool focuses on MD job execution
and analysis, relying on the user to create the system files
on their own. Our workflow tool is also able to execute
jobs on various clusters including the XSEDE architectures,
and the users can easily control the execution options via the
GUI or command-line interface. Furthermore, through its
integration with Kepler, the AMBER GPU workflow tool
can easily utilize Kepler’s extensive data analytics capabil-
ities, which are continually being developed. CHARMM-
GUI (19) is another complimentary tool that provides a
web interface for system construction. It is capable of build-
ing and generating MD input files for a magnitude of biolog-
ical systems, including solvated proteins, solvated proteins
with ligands attached, membrane proteins, etc. The inputs
produced by CHARMM-GUI could be used in the AMBER
GPU workflow tool to actually execute the MD simulations.
To our knowledge, CHARMM-GUI does not yet provide job
execution capabilities.

Finally we note that the workflow tool presented here is
freely accessible, open source, and easy to modify and
reuse. Each of the modules (a.k.a., Kepler actors) can be
reconfigured with different components (e.g., including
automated preparation and simulation of receptor-ligand
complexes), and additional analysis steps can be developed
and integrated into customized experiments. Workflows
developed with KNIME can be called from within Kepler
and functionality of different components can be extended
via interoperability with packages such as HTMD (20),
MSMBuilder (21), and PyEMMA (22). The AMBER
GPU workflow tool can be found at http://nbcr.ucsd.edu/
products/workflow-distribution along with the user guide.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The workflow tool requires an input directory containing two subdirecto-

ries. One subdirectory, labeled ‘‘confDir’’, contains all the template

http://nbcr.ucsd.edu/products/workflow-distribution
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simulation input files. The template AMBER input scripts provided in the

default workflow tool were converted from the same parameters used in

the NAMD MD simulations of Wassman et al. (4), which consisted of

four stages of minimization, one step of heating, three stages of equilibra-

tions, and one step of production. Users can also configure their own input

files if desired (see Supporting Material for details), e.g., if they would like

to run another type of MD simulation such as accelerated or replica ex-

change MD. The second subdirectory, labeled with the system’s stem

name, contains the system’s AMBER topology and coordinate files. For

example, the system’s topology and coordinate files are named under

‘‘r174h_stictic.top’’ and ‘‘r174h_stictic.crd’’, respectively; then, the subdir-

ectory folder name will be ‘‘r174h_stictic’’.

There are three submission options implemented to run the AMBER

GPU MD simulation workflow: LocalExecution on user’s local machine,

CometGPUCluster on the San Diego Super Computer (SDSC) Comet clus-

ter, and PrivateGPUCluster on a remote private cluster. The workflow will

always start from a user’s local machine, but it can connect to remote clus-

ters, submit MD simulation jobs, and transfer simulation results. Moreover,

users can connect the workflow to a GPU cluster of their choice. Regardless

of which submission option a user chooses, all outputs at the end of a simu-

lation can be found on the local machine, where users started the workflow.

The workflow tool automates MD simulation processes and generates

analytical plots that help analyze the system of interest and validate simu-

lation quality. There are two parts to this workflow: simulation and analysis.

Simulations can be further broken down into four components executed by

four actors: minimization, heating, equilibration, and production. The anal-

ysis components are small actors working collectively to call locally imple-

mented software, including cpptraj from the AmberTools suite and R, the

programming language (23,24), to generate time-evolution energy, temper-

ature, pressure, and root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD) plots. The result-

ing plots are stored in the system subdirectory for analysis and to verify

simulations quality.

The first simulation component is the minimization (Fig. 1). In this step, a

system is energetically minimized to a local minimum. After the minimiza-

tions, the workflow plots the energy for each step and an overall diagram

combining all the plots. Because energy is the largest changing parameter
FIGURE 1 AMBER GPU MD simulation workflow, showing the uppermo
during minimization, the energy plots are good indicators of whether min-

imizations were performed successfully.

Minimizations are useful for finding local minima but typically one

would want to simulate a system in its physiological environment or

at room temperature. The next heating step (Fig. 1), thus, adds kinetic

energy or heats the system from 0 K to a target temperature defined

by the user. For the heating step, the temperature plot over time will

indicate whether the system did indeed heat from 0 K to a user-defined

value. After heating, the equilibration steps (Fig. 1) shift the system in

gradual steps toward thermal equilibrium under NPT or NVT condi-

tions.

Both the heating and equilibration steps output several thermodynamic

property plots including kinetic energy, potential energy, total energy,

pressure, and temperature. The workflow also calculates and plots the

time-dependent RMSD of backbone a-carbons of the system. RMSD an-

alyzes the time evolution of a selected set of atoms against some refer-

ence frame; in this case, the default is the initial frame. The time-series

backbone a-carbon RMSD analysis provides information about the over-

all global change of the protein backbone structure over time. A collec-

tion of these property plots would indicate whether stable equilibration

was attained.

The last component, production (Fig. 1), runs nonconstrained NPT or

NVT MD simulations (based on the parameters set on users’ input scripts)

and derives a dynamic atomic trajectory of the system in a simulated phys-

iological environment. In this step, users can choose to run the workflow on

a local machine with one GPU card or on a remote cluster with multiple

GPUs; in the latter case, it is possible to deploy multiple copies of the pro-

duction simulations concurrently. As with heating and equilibration, time-

series plots for temperature, pressure, energy, and RMSD plots are also

generated in the production stage. Regardless of how many copies of pro-

duction simulation users would like to run, they will all start with the

same starting structure from the last equilibration frame. The best solution

to check whether the simulations ran successfully is to visualize the trajec-

tories and examine if there are any abnormalities. In addition, analysis tech-

niques presented here, such as the RMSD plots, can also serve as an

investigational tool to identify and quantify any outstanding abnormal
st level of the workflow construct. To see this figure in color, go online.
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FIGURE 4 Energy minimization plot.

FIGURE 2 Performance of the AMBER GPU workflow on various sys-

tems on a local NVIDIA Tesla K20 cluster. To see this figure in color, go

online.
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structural deviations from the starting structure. At the end of each execu-

tion, the workflow prints out a detailed report, which lists the input param-

eters, hardware specification, the AMBER version used, the random seeds

for the equilibrations and productions, and file locations. This report can be

appended to a publication as supporting information, and would contain all

the requisite details to ensure technical (and statistical, if achieved) repro-

ducibility. Or, it can be used as a guide to assist authors in writing more

comprehensive ‘‘Materials and Methods’’ sections.

Application

We show the utility of the workflow tool on multiple protein systems of var-

iable size, and with and without bound ligands (Fig. 2). Here we present in

detail one of the systems, the p53 protein bound to a small molecule named

‘‘stictic acid’’ (4). P53 is considered to be a potential drug target for anti-

cancer therapy (25–27), making its simulation with our workflow a relevant

test case to perform and scrutinize. Nonactivated and mutant p53 is seen in

more than half of human cancer cases (28), and stictic acid is a known com-

pound that activates mutant p53 (4). We are therefore interested in under-

standing its dynamics when stictic acid is bound.

Courtesy of Wassman et al. (4), we obtained the AMBER topology and

coordinate files of the p53-stictic acid complex to runMD simulations using

the workflow. The simulation consisted of five minimization steps, one

heating step, three equilibration steps, and one production step that

branched out to perform three independent production simulations. We

set up the simulations through the command prompt with Kepler on our

local machine (Fig. 3), and Kepler submitted the simulation jobs to the

Comet cluster at SDSC. This single command communicates with Kepler

to run all the simulation steps consecutively without interruption. For

more information on each parameter, please refer to the Kepler Amber

GPU Molecular Dynamics Workflow User Manual.

The resulting output data was then copied back to the local machine. We

first checked the energy plot generated from the minimization steps (Fig. 4).

As shown in Fig. 4, the system did move toward an energy minimum after

five rounds of minimization, which suggested that the system was

adequately minimized to a local/global minima. Next, we studied the tem-
FIGURE 3 Command line for initiating MD simulations.
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perature plot from the heating step. We assigned the desired temperature to

310 K to mimic physiological conditions. As shown in Fig. 5, the temper-

ature gradually ramped from 0 to 310 K and plateaued at 310 K. This indi-

cated that the system was successfully heated from 0 to 310 K and held

steady at 310 K.

As per the default workflow parameters, for our p53-stictic acid system,

the protein backbone was constrained during equilibration, so it was not

necessary to study the RMSD during these steps. We looked into the total

energy, pressure, and temperature from the last step of equilibration. During

production runs, the temperature and pressure oscillated around the defined

system values of 310 K and 1.0 bar, respectively, as one would expect. Total

energy increased but plateaued at��59,000 kcal/mol, which suggested the

system achieved at least a metastable equilibrium for the duration of the

run (Fig. 6).
FIGURE 5 Heating (nonequilibrium) plot.



FIGURE 6 Time-series analyses (left to right) of the temperature, pressure, and total energy from the third and last stages of equilibration.
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We generated three copies of 30-ns production dynamics for our system.

Because the system had already gone through constant pressure simulations

in stepwise equilibration steps, we did not expect any drastic global change

during production. We were able to verify that the behavior of our system

was as expected from the RMSD plot produced by the workflow (Fig. 7).

Shown in Fig. 7, we see small deviations (<3 Å) from the starting structure

in all three production runs, indicating that the system sampled local

conformational space without outstanding abnormal structural deviation.

At the end of the execution, the workflow tool outputs a provenance

report file consisting of input parameters, hardware specifications, the

AMBER version, file locations, and the random seeds used for the simu-

lations. Using the report, we were able to configure the workflow with

the same exact random seed to test for reproducibility. For the next execu-

tion, we input the random seeds from the report, and the workflow used the

values to generate a new set of input files. We tested the workflow on a

local machine, on the SDSC Comet supercomputer, and on a private

GPU cluster. The three runs resulted in trajectories that were highly

similar, but not exactly the same because they were executed on different

GPU clusters. Even with the same random seeds, all three runs sample

slightly different yet similar conformational spaces (Fig. 8). This result

is as expected, because for the runs to be exactly reproducible, we must

use the exact same hardware (29). For the local execution, AMBER was

compiled with the FFTWalgorithm, which introduces uncontrollable vari-

ability (29). Nevertheless, we were able to recreate identical input files

with the workflow and successfully run additional MD simulations of

different trajectories, enhancing statistical and methodological reproduc-

ibility.

Software availability

The AMBER GPU MD Simulation workflow is available under the

GNU Lesser General Public License, version 1.0 or later. Full documenta-

tion and examples are available through the National Biomedical
FIGURE 7 Time evolution of the RMSD of (a) copy
Computation Resource download page, http://nbcr.ucsd.edu/products/

workflow-distribution, and development is hosted on GitHub at https://

github.com/nbcrrolls/workflows/tree/master/Production/AmberGPUMD

Simulation. This workflow is also available for download in Zenodo (http://

dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.192490) and SciCrunch (RRID SCR_014389).

An open online training course on the Kepler-MDCADD workflow will

be available on the Biomedical Big Data Training Collaborative (https://

biobigdata.ucsd.edu) in 2017. The course will include lecture contents,

videos, and hands-on training utilizing VM toolboxes. The Biomedical

Big Data Training Collaborative is a collaborative platform to encourage

and facilitate training and education of the Biomedical Big Data commu-

nity. The platform provides an intuitive portal to upload, distribute, and

discover new content about developments in the biomedical big data

domain (30).
SUPPORTING MATERIAL

AMBER GPU Workflow User Manual is available at http://www.biophysj.

org/biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(17)30552-0.
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FIGURE 8 Principal component analysis plot of the p53 simulation result.

All the trajectories from the initial run (computer-generated random seed)

and the three simulation tests (used the same random seed from the initial

run) with 1) Comet (Test 1), 2) private GPU cluster (Test 2), and 3) local ma-

chine (Test 3) were first aligned. The first two principal components were

then calculated and the trajectories from each test were projected onto the

PC space. To see this figure in color, go online.
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